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Abstract - Recent theoretical and experimental efforts have shown the remarkable and counterintuitive 
role of noise [1] in enhancing the transport efficiency of complex quantum systems, with particular 
relevance to the energy transport in natural light-harvesting photosynthetic proteins. Here, we show 
both theoretically and experimentally three different simulators of such quantum phenomena, 
respectively based on optical fiber cavity networks, integrated photonics, and genetically engineered 
viruses. The first one is based on a simple, scalable, and controllable optical fiber cavity network that 
allows us to analyze the performance of transport networks for different conditions of interference, 
dephasing, and disorder [2]. Concerning the second one, by mapping the maze problem in an 
integrated waveguide array, probed by coherent light, we successfully test our theoretical result that a 
quantum walker can efficiently reach the output of a maze by partially suppressing the presence of 
interference, with an unprecedented improvement in the transport efficiency [3]. Finally, on the 
biological side, we have also created a tunable material consisting of a connected chromophore 
network on an ordered biological virus template at room temperature, and, using genetic engineering, 
we have established a link between the inter-chromophoric distances and emerging quantum transport 
properties [4]. These platforms are very promising simulators of quantum transport phenomena and 
could be used, in particular, to design and test optimal topologies of artificial nano-structures for future 
bio-inspired solar energy and quantum communication technologies. 
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